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QUESTION 1

Two resources of type Process named web1proc and web2proc are configured in the failover websg service group and
are online on the sym1 cluster node. The web2proc resource is linked as dependent on the web1proc resource, and the
Critical resource attribute of the web2proc is modified from the default value. Resource restart is set to the default
value. 

What are the states of the web1proc and web2proc resources on the sym1 cluster node after shutting down the process
managed by the web2proc from outside of Veritas Cluster Server? 

A. web1proc and web2proc are both faulted. 

B. web1proc is online, and web2proc is online. 

C. web1proc is faulted, and web2proc is offline. 

D. web1proc is online, and web2proc is faulted. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How is an admin account added to receive notification? 

A. by modifying the notifier SmtpRecipients attribute while online 

B. by modifying the SmtpAdmins in the main.cf file of the active cluster 

C. by modifying the SmtpRecipients attribute and restarting the notifier 

D. by modifying the SmtpAdmins attribute and restarting the notifier 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two are default behaviors of Veritas Cluster Server service groups? (Select two.) 

A. Migrate service groups from a system on intentional system shutdown 

B. Start the service groups in lexical order 

C. AutoDisable the service groups on cluster startup 

D. AutoDisable the service groups on a system when all low priority links fail 

E. Start the service groups in the order of the attribute SystemList 

Correct Answer: AC 

 



QUESTION 4

Which Veritas Cluster Server utility can be used to prototype cluster logic using minimal hardware? 

A. Simulator 

B. AgentServer 

C. Fencing 

D. AgentTester 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

VCS is to be installed in a secure environment where remote installation between systems is impossible. The VCS
configuration parameters were captured in a file using the installation script on the first system. What can be used to
read the contents of the configuration file when executing locally on the remaining systems? 

A. -autoconfig 

B. -configfile 

C. -vcsconfig 

D. -responsefile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A two node cluster is being brought online, but one node is unable to boot. 

Which command is run to manually seed GAB? 

A. gabconfig -x 

B. gabconfig -n2 

C. lltconfig -x 

D. lltconfig -n2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 



How many servers are seeded in the GAB port membership? 

A. The GAB port membership has two nodes: 01 and 12. 

B. The GAB port membership has three nodes: 0, 1, and 12. 

C. The GAB port membership has three nodes: 0, 1, and 21. 

D. The GAB port membership has four nodes: 0, 1, 21, and 22. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the default VCS Web console service group? 

A. WebService 

B. WWWService 

C. ClusterService 

D. ClusterWeb 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which VCS resource attribute setting prevents VCS from interpreting a Monitor entry point timeout as a resource fault? 

A. MonitorFault=0 

B. MonitorFaultTimeout=240 

C. FaultMonitor=240 



D. FaultOnMonitor=4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the first step when upgrading the operating system on a single node in a running multi-node Veritas Cluster
Server (VCS) cluster? 

A. Offline service groups on the node 

B. Freeze the service groups 

C. Migrate parallel service groups 

D. Shut down VCS on all nodes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which directive is used in /etc/llttab to define a low-priority link? 

A. Link 

B. lowpri-link 

C. Link-lowpri 

D. lowpri 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which are valid settings for FailOverPolicy? (Choose two.) 

A. Priority 

B. RoundRobin 

C. Order 

D. Failover 

E. Capacity 

Correct Answer: AB 
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